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The duty to reasonably accommodate an employee’s disability can generate
fear of legal action for many employers who may not fully understand their
responsibilities as determined by the Washington Law Against Discrimination
(WLAD).1
All three divisions of the Washington State Court of Appeals affirmed
the employer’s statutory duty to reasonably accommodate an employee’s
disability, but recent interpretations reveal the employee, as well as the
employer, has a duty to actively cooperate in a reciprocal and interactive
process to identify suitable accommodations for a disability under the WLAD.
In Santos v. Washington State Office of the Insur. Comm’n,2 Division II (Tacoma)
declared the WLAD requires an employer to reasonably accommodate an
employee with a disability, unless the accommodation places an undue
hardship on the employer.3 The Court explained, “The central concept is that
an employer cannot fire an employee for poor job performance if the poor job
performance was due to a disability and reasonable accommodation would
have rectified the problem.”4
In Lusebrink v. Kent School Dist.,5 Division I (Seattle) discussed possible
approaches to reasonably accommodate an employee’s disability. The
employee asserted the school district employer’s duty under the WLAD
amounted to an “affirmative requirement” to reassign the allegedly disabled
employee to an “open position for which she is qualified, even if there are
more qualified applicants.”6 The Court disagreed and declared, “Reassignment
is one method of reasonable accommodation for an employee who becomes
disabled on the job . . . But reassignment to an open position is not mandatory
as a matter of state law.” 7
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In Brownfield v. City of Yakima,8 Division III (Spokane) similarly addressed
an employer’s duty of reasonable accommodation and announced, “[T]
he best way for the employer and employee to determine a reasonable
accommodation is through a flexible, interactive process.”9 The Brownfield
opinion, and the relevant statutory provision10, contemplates a sharing, or
exchange, of information between the employer and the employee. The
employee must place the employer on notice of the disability, whether the
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The Interactive Process of Reasonable Accommodation (con’t)
impairment is temporary or permanent in nature, and the employee must
cooperate with the employer’s efforts to accommodate.11 (emphasis added)
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Division I (Seattle) again addressed the cooperative exchange of information
between a disabled employee and the employer in Brooks v. BPM Senior Living
Co.12 In this case, the Court declared, “To reach a reasonable accommodation,
employers and employees should seek and share information with each
other to ‘achieve the best match between the employee’s capabilities and
available positions.’”13 (emphasis added)
If you have questions regarding compliance with the WLAD’s reasonable
accommodation requirement or the interactive process, please contact one
of the attorneys in our Washington Practice Group. n
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